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Chicago is one of the boldest and prettiest cities in modern America that thrives with timeless luxury and

enduring character. All the amazing, world-class interior designers in Chicago are to thank for that. They

have embellished the place with their creative passions and continue to do so.

When left to professionals with experience and a sense of style, a home’s interior can become a dreamland.

The perfection, the class, the way everything just �ts together. All of these are the reasons why you should

hire interior designers to do the job.

Not sure where to start? In this article, you will �nd the best interior designers in Chicago to liven up your

home. Let’s dive in.
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Chicago’s Top Interior Designers in 2021

Jasmin Reese
Jasmin Reese Interiors is a Chicago-based Residential Luxury �rm that also services Naples, Florida. From

the start, she meets in her Lincoln Park of�ce and design shop for a collaborative “Style session” – this

determines how high octane the client is willing to go, and then the magic starts.

She is an artist and can work in many different styles. Her instinct is blending antiques with modern

elements, dark �nishes mixed with light, feminine tones contrasting with masculine, and high low pieces.

Her signature style includes bold wallpapered ceilings that allow artworks to be at eye level and artfully

designed “color bomb” rooms that are whimsical and sophisticated at the same time.

Ironically, her rooms appear very maximalist at �rst blush- however, they have limited, edited furnishings

and simple styling for a classic and timeless tone. Her painterly interiors have gained her repeat business

from clients who love their comfortable spaces, and she can complete homes over years if it isn’t done all

at once.

The biggest compliment is that her team is now starting to design her clients’ children’s �rst apartments

after designing their rooms when they were children. This speaks to the trust clients have with Jasmin

Reese Interiors and the design journey that the �rm offers.

Lauren Coburn
Lauren Coburn, LLC is a full-service interior architecture and design �rm specializing in architectural

interiors. Lauren has built her business over the last 17 years based on magni�cent design, transparency,

and exceptional customer service.

They do everything from assisting clients in building new homes and renovation to full-scale interior

design. Lauren was trained initially by the world-renowned architect Stanley Tigerman, and her degree

from the Art Institute of Chicago is in interior architecture.
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Those experiences and developing a solid architectural eye as a designer have made Lauren a trusted

source to collaborate with clients and their architects and builders to be the client’s advocate throughout

the building process. She assists them with all interior aspects of the building process and enjoys

collaborating with the team.

Lauren’s clients also work closely with her, and she and her team are on a mission to make clients “Love

Their Space.”

Summer Thornton Design
All of you may desire a fearless, bold, and colorful design for your home to bring it to life. Then Summer

Thornton Design is your place. With them, you can �nd your soul, passions, and personality on the walls and

in the furniture.

The lead designer Summer Thornton has been named one of the top 50 interior designers in the world by

1stDibs! Not to mention how Architectural Digest, Traditional Home, and many other famous magazines

have featured her work.

Their staff of 12 talented individuals will come together to ful�ll your needs and wishes. That’s why no two

projects ever look alike for this team of interior designers in Chicago.

Tiffany Brooks Interiors Inc
Tiffany Brooks is Architectural Divest 2020’s one of the top 100 interior designers. Not only that, she is also

one of The 20 Most Famous Interior Designers Working Today by the same magazine.

This HGTV Host is the lead interior designer of her own residential �rm. Over the years, Tiffany Brooks

Interiors Inc has expanded its portfolio to a celebrity clientele as well.

Clients praise Tiffany and the team’s unique eye for color, texture, layer, and style. And if you’re in the

Chicago area, you can also get the chance to be cast for Tiffany’s Hit Show, 50K Three Ways.

Decorilla
With Decorilla, you can work online with the �nest interior designers of Chicago. You can get concepts

from multiple designers and create your dream personalized space. 

Decorilla is a very cost-effective option for you. This is because you can save up to 45% through their

furniture discounts at 350+ vendors. You can also get $100 off in their online design sale. In fact, you will

need 80% less money than traditional interior design.

You can also save time through the realistic 3D model and professional advice of these interior designers

in Chicago. It is convenient and stress-free, and the whole time they will take care of you. 

Rae Duncan Interior Design
Ray Duncan Interior Design is an international luxury design �rm. It is located on North Hudson Avenue in

Chicago. They specialize in residential, commercial, and hospital renovations, constructions, and redesigns.

Thoughtfulness and exquisiteness are what describes this interior design company the best. Whatever

they do, they do it collaboratively. That’s why it re�ects the unique needs, identities, and aesthetics of every

client.

They don’t provide online consultation. They believe only onsite consultation can help them properly

understand the environment. From the beginning to the end, they promise to take care of every major and

minor aspect of the project.

Marshall Erb Design
This award-winning interior designing �rm in Chicago believes in luxury and comfort. They will deploy the

top decorators and interior designers in Chicago to you. Moreover, there will also be a friendly personal

staff to guide you.

There are 15 years of experience serving an exclusively Chicago clientele. So Marshall Erb Design will know

exactly what to do with your house. That’s why they have served prominent galleries, private homes,

condominiums, and �ve-star hotels.



They pride themselves on their versatile portfolio �lled with unique and personalized environments.

Marshall Erb, one of the leading interior designers in Chicago, is a member of the American Society of

Interior Decorators too!

Anthony Michael Interior Design
The Best of Houzz 2020, Luxe Gold List 2018, Fixr Top 200 In�uencers Home Construction Industry 2017,

and Zillow Digs™ Home Design Inspiration. All these achievements of Anthony Michael Interior Design

speak for themselves.

Anthony Michael’s interior ingenuity has made him an industry leader and in�uencer for more than three

decades. Perfect use of color and texture, space planning, and white-glove attention to detail de�nes his

work.

As a client, you can expect a consistent and engaging full-service interior design process with this

company. They can transform your abstract ideas into reality.

Lugbill Designs
Whether it’s a full renovation or new construction, Lugbill Designs has years of experience and

professionalism. They can tear a home down to studs and renovate it all together within only a day’s time.

“Choose your own adventure” is their approach to their clients. They will combine their keen eye for styling

with what you, the client, are looking for. As a result, you will get the ultimate satisfactory outcome. 

They will also expertly manage every aspect of your project, from contractors to material procurement.

You can contact them either for an online estimation or an on-site one to take them along on this journey.  

Stephanie Wohlner Design
Stephanie Wohlner is an Interior designer in Chicago with 25 years of experience behind her belt. If you

want the interior of your home to have a timeless vibe gorgeously mixed in with classy modernity,

Stephanie Wohlner Design will help you out.

Stephanie’s use of color, texture, and pattern blends an eclectic mix of traditional and contemporary. Thus

they personalize your home according to your unique taste while upholding their own unique blend as well.

You will also love her strong sense of proportion. This interior designing �rm has projects throughout the

country, with a primary base in Chicago. You can check their portfolio and make the decision yourself.  

Guided Design Cabinetry & Interiors
Guided Design Cabinetry & Interiors is an interior designing and construction contractor in Chicago. They

will collaboratively design and construct your idea while guiding you through the process.

They provide services like design work drawings, schematic drawings, and �nish selections. Their

professional team can custom-design and fabricate interior products to the highest degree.

Their specialty is different styles of designs for cabinetry installation. Explore your inspiration with them by

scheduling a consultation either in their showroom or on-site.

Carolina Brandeis
Carolina Brandeis is another gifted interior designer in Chicago. She has more than 8 years of experience in

residential and commercial design. By living amidst the world-class architecture of Chicago over her

lifetime, she has developed a keen eye for aesthetics.

With this eye, she can transform the interior of your home into what you have always imagined in your

daydreams. You can count on her creative and analytical mind and watch her marry harmonious designs

with everyday life functionality.

She uses AutoCAD and Google Sketch programs to communicate her designs. Working with her will be

delightful, as she is very friendly and communicative. 

And now you’re familiar with all the important and talented interior designers who make Chicago such a

beautiful place to live in. Which one of them will you be choosing for your own project?



Ethan S. Austin

Ethan is a serial entrepreneur, and a published author who travels around the

country and blog about technology, and businesses. He’s also an international

speaker and love to persuade youth to �nd their voice online and make it count.
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